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Project summary

To write the Anglo-German cultural history of the

Globe, a former British army cinema and theatre on 

the former Donnerschwee Barracks site (renamed

Crerar Barracks) in Oldenburg, northwestern

Germany 

Thesis

In building the Globe on the site of the

Donnerschwee Barracks in the mid-1950s, the

British aimed to create a cultural home (away) 

from home for troops serving in the city as part of

the post-war occupation force, known as the British 

Army of the Rhine (BAOR).

Three core research questions

 How and for what purpose did the British army

build a cultural home (away) from home for

troops stationed at the barracks? 

 What role did the Globe play in creating an 

English-language cultural world in Oldenburg? 

 To what extent did the cultural life of the

barracks overlap with the urban cultural life of

Oldenburg? 

Research approach

Addressing these research questions follows an 

Anglo-German cultural historical approach, drawing 

on historical contextual readings of documentation 

from military, city and state archives as well as 

conducting interviews with former Globe patrons. 

The Globe today on the verge of renovation work as

part of efforts by the Globe Kulturgenossenschaft 

(Globe Theatre and Cinema Trust) to rescue, 

renovate and restore the Globe to its former glory
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Core findings 

 Oldenburg’s Globe was a part of a global

network of cinemas run by the Army

Kinematic Corporation (A.K.C.) whose

remit involved establishing cinemas at

home and overseas to entertain troops.

 Germany had the highest concentration of

Globe cinemas by the mid-1950s as

requisitioned cinemas were being handed

back to the German civilian population a

decade after the war.

 Oldenburg’s Globe was used for operas,

comedies and one-off military lectures, as

reported by British eyewitnesses

stationed at Donnerschwee at the time.
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Oldest known photo of the Globe, taken in the mid-

1950s
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